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In	tomorrow's	post	I	will	reduce	both	versions	to	block	chords	and	collate	those.
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An	overview	of	the	formal	elements	and	harmony:
The	ascent	is	overly	simpliﬁed	in	this	ﬁgure.	Here	are	more	details:
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In	m.	50	is	the	deceptive	cadence	I	referred	to	above.	What	follows	from	it	is	a	strongly	proﬁled	
descent	to	a	dramatic	diminished	seventh	chord	and	a	brief	cadenza	for	the	ﬁrst	violin	(m.	57).
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Curiously	enough,		Franz	Liszt	follows	the	original	in	his	pianistically	enhanced	reduction:
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motivic	idea	is	heard	six	times	before	the	cadence	formula.	In	the	second	half	of	the	coda	the	
rising	motive	and	the	falling	melodic	formula	are	opposed.
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(b)
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voices	shoot	up	(the	nightingale	of	course.	.	.	),	the	singer	to	^5	(G5),	the	pianist	to	^3	
(E7).
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Here	are	the	details	of	the	mirror	Urlinie	reading:
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-----------------------------------------		End	Added	October	2017		---------------------------------------
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